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National Grid deploys QAS solution on referral from CIS 
— CIS and QAS collaborate to provide  

 address data verification for a customer relationship strategy 
 

 

Danielle Bender, CIS, has a unique and engaging relationship with her client 

National Grid – when Danielle speaks National Grid listens, the whole place 

listens. Everyone knows Danielle and everyone pays attention to what she has to propose.  

 

So, when National Grid told Danielle about its most recent undertaking – it wanted to implement a strong customer 

service initiative – she added her thoughts.  Danielle knew that QAS could provide uplift for this new initiative. 

Customer contact data (address data) was a core element within National Grid’s new project and it is also what 

QAS is all about. For National Grid, QAS offered increased customer contact data accuracy, reduced handling 

times in the call center, and increased accounts payable for monthly billing group. 

 

Danielle then contacted Joe Lang, Account Executive at QAS, for he and Danielle had worked together previously 

on another account.  She set up a meeting for the three of them – Joe, National Grid and herself – to discuss the 

benefits of QAS and what it could offer National Grid‘s key customer service undertaking.  Although Experian was 

not the only option National Grid considered, it did rely heavily upon Danielle’s insight into its needs and QAS’s 

ability to provide the best solution.  

 

As of the first week in July, QAS went live in National Grid’s call center with much success.  In addition, QAS is 

already exploring other potential solutions for National Grid. 

 

Danielle and Joe spoke weekly to discuss news and other events surrounding the project. Keeping in constant 

contact resulted in a bonus for both of them – they developed a great working relationship and formed a cohesive 

team. With a much successful collaboration with American Electric Power already under the belt, it is Joe’s feeling 

that this team will continue to have success with other clients they share. 
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SalesShare played a big role in the National Grid outcome. As Joe sees it, this opportunity would not have arisen if 

SalesShare was not in place – National Grid was unaware Experian had a product that could solve its newest 

customer service dilemma.  

 

Danielle and Joe listened to National Grid carefully, helping it buy exactly what it needed to improve its customer 

care system. This win was a result of the relationship between CIS and QAS.  It gave National Grid a strong feeling 

of cohesiveness at Experian – that Experian was working as a whole to provide a solution for it. National Grid 

acknowledged this approach with a contract. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

 
For more information: 

Renice A. Stewart-Pérez 

SalesShare Sr. Global Communications Specialist  

renice.stewart-perez@experian.com 
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